
TEN YEARS OF PLEASURE

AN E-BOOK STARRING THE 
TIANITM 2 COUPLES' MASSAGER

YO U  T WO  &  T I A N I™  2
A GUIDE TO POSITIONS & POSSIBILITIES



WO R N  BY  WO M E N  
W H E N  MA K I N G  LOV E

No single pleasure object has exemplified LELO’s 
commitment to pleasure through design as 
much as T iani™ 2—the Red Dot Design 
Award-winning couples’ massager featuring 
LELO’s own SenseMotion™ technology. 

As part of LELO’s 10-Year Anniversary 
celebrations, we present the top 10 ways in 
which couples worldwide are enjoying Tiani™ 2 
in their sex lives.



Playfully versatile, the waterproof Tiani™ 2 
allows her to explore pleasures in any 
bath, shower, Jacuzzi or pool. 

B AT H  O F  B L I S S

“Tiani’s now as essential to my

bath as soap and shampoo.”

-Kelsey, Illinois, USA-



For more public pleasure, put him in 
discreet control while out at your favorite 
restaurant. Subtle movements of the remote 
while she wears TianiTM 2 will keep her on her 
toes, whenever she's not curling them.

“I was never turned on by the 

whole public pleasure thing. 

And then I tried it. Wow!”

-Ditte, Copenhagen, Denmark- 

T H E  D I V I N E  A P P E T I Z E R



A WALTZ TO ECSTASY

For the most sassy addition to any 
home, event or club dance-outing, 
TianiTM 2 brings partners closer than ever 
without anyone taking notice.

“Ever yone was watching us, 

but no one knew a thing.”

-Jennifer, Colorado, USA-



Classic yet romantic, this position provides 
face-to-face intimacy while maximizing bodily 
contact. Every movement presses Tiani™ 2 
pleasurably against her clitoris, allowing 
couples to share in the most intense sensations.

M I S S I O N A RY“Turns an ordinar y position into 

an extraordinar y position.”

-Francesca, Turin, Italy-



Favored for offering maximum depth of 
penetration, TianiTM 2 complements this 
position with sensational clitoral 
stimulation. This allows him to focus on 
caressing his lover, while paving the 
way to a stunning, simultaneous climax.

D O G G Y  S T Y L E“Deep penetration—check. 

Epic sweet spot vibrations

—doublecheck.”

-Eriqa, Vermont, USA-



G I R L  O N  TO P
Putting her in control of pressure and 
stimulation, this position empowers her 
and provides him with a completely 
submissive yet pleasurable visual of his 
lover, while Tiani™ 2 provides the most 
welcome orgasmic vibrations.

“He’s good with his hands, but 

he’s even better with Tiani”

-Lena, Stockholm, Sweden-



LOV E  S E AT
An optimal position for exploring 
physical touch, T iani™ 2’s clitoral 
stimulator is gently directed with the 
touch of a finger, while he massages her 
breasts with subtle vibrations from the 
remote control.

“Turns an ordinar y position into 

an extraordinar y position.”

-Francesca, Turin, Italy-

“I hold Tiani in place while he 

focuses on other areas.” 

-Kendra, Calgary, Canada-



Perfect for change-of-scenery intimacy 
on tabletops, counter-tops or other 
raised surfaces, this position allows him 
to control the pace, her to control the 
angle and Tiani™ 2 to pleasurably pave 
the way to climax for both.

TA B L E  TO P

“Tiani gets me looking

for ward to ever y thrust.”

-Aimee, Manchester, England-



Providing an avenue for deep 
penetration, this posit ion gives 
partners the opportunity to grasp one 
another and jointly control the rhythm 
of intercourse, as well as the intensity 
of vibrations.

TO E  U P

“With him in control, I  just sit

back and enjoy the ride.”

-Ana, Toulouse, France-



The most intimate seated position, this 
position allows both partners to caress one 
another while separately or simultaneously 
leaning back for added diversity. The man is 
also able to seductively adjust speeds and 
vibration patterns whenever the moment 
feels right.

FAC E  O F F“He thinks I’m moving back and 

for th to tease him, but I’m 

really doing it for me.”

-Kathleen, Ohio, USA-



The Ultimate Couples' Massager
Worn by Women When Making Love

TIANITM 2


